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Visual Invariants.

Paul Dourish criticized Weiser's initial notion that tools should be invisible because we should have the capacity to engage and disengage. If they are invisible they we don't know when we are engaged or not. Hard to fix if its invisible. 

I really like the idea of engaging and disengaging. They are different modes of perceving and thinking about an object in the world. Different saliences are brought to the fore and different features are consdiered. It is almost as if all of perception is a blend between the context, what you refer to the function of the object, and what is presented in front of you. There is an infinite of visual aspects to attend to. But the perception of these elements is guided by one's goal. 

What would happen if semiotic blending theory was operationalized with an activity theory analysis? 

This idea that blending is perception brings Glenberg's notion of memory into the fold. Where objects have projetable and non-projectable qualities and memory is to hold these things in mind. 
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Context aware computing. Location and scale as the factors driving interactin. 
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RFID
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Pads as scrap paper. Is the mapping to paper drawing the wrong concusion? What about Norman and our emotional connection with the technologies that we interact with? 
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Why do you need many pads itself to multitask? There is a certain benefit from having a physical stand in for a task, but don't need one computing device for each. Could be something like the noot that signifies one particular instance or changes the task. 

Interesting idea. Instead of icons changing programs, what about RFID tags. Or an LED display that has an icon on it. This icon can be hung up or somehow displayed in the environment. The only computing apparatus it needs is a small screen to refer back to what is stored on it. 

This brings the virtual into the world as a concrete task that can be re-arranged in the world. 
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Taken from the perspective of action research, only those ideas of ubicomp that solve a societal need should be pursued with zeal. Should not distributed comps for their own purpose but rather for good. 








